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The Superman franchise was never up to much, even with the witty Christopher Reeve 
fronting it. What can you do with a hero who’s invulnerable, all-knowing, all-competent and 
almighty? Only fake some way in which to deprive him of those qualities, or invent some bad 
guys who are on the same plane of superhumanity as him. None of the Reeve movies found 
convincing ways of doing the former, and only Superman II, with its imaginative trio of bad 
guys, managed the latter: Lex Luthor was never in serious contention. Superman II also had 
the best lines: many’s the time I’ve wanted to snarl “Girl or no girl, you’re goin’ to spit 
teeth!” – and “You gotta learn to kick ass if you’re gonna be a peacemaker” sums it all up so 
well. 
 This new version tries to make Lex Luthor into a General Zod (E.G.MARSHALL: “Oh, 
God!” TERENCE STAMP, correcting his pronunciation: “Zod …”), and affects to get him to 
deprive Superman of his superqualities: but none of it works, even though Kevin Spacey has 
the only good lines there are, and looks absolutely hideous in close-up. 
 They no longer care about the quality of the CGI. In the early days you couldn’t see it – 
watch the feather in the opening shot of Forrest Gump, and you’d swear it was a feather. But 
here, the storms, the crystal palaces, the erupting continents, the soaring space-shuttles, are so 
manifestly phoney it looks as if they decided to make the people’s faces resemble CGI too, to 
balance it out: they all have plastic complexions, plastic hairstyles (Clark Kent’s wig is an 
embarrassment) … it’s tatty, and it cost $204,000,000. Superman’s cloak is red in some shots, 
dark brown in others. It just won’t do. 
 Something went seriously wrong with the female casting, leaving aside the excellent 
eighty-two-year-old Eva Marie Saint (yes, indeed), as the hero’s mum. Where they got the 
woman from who plays Lois Lane I can’t guess. And Valerie Perrine was much better as 
Luthor’s moll than her successor here. 
 There would be potential in the idea of the boy who may or may not be Clark Kent’s son, 
and in the different ways there are of keeping us guessing: but, one interesting sequence 
involving a piano-playing thug apart, they don’t find many ways to keep us guessing: and the 
idea of Clark Kent shacking up with this Lois Lane is so hard to take that the concept is 
deprived of credibility from the outset. 
 So much bareness of thread in the execution only serves to reveal the fascist nature of the 
first, threadbare conception. What would Nietzsche have said? 
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I’d ignored all the previous Batman films. It 
was patriotism drew me to this one. A British 
director. Leaving aside Morgan Freeman as 
the token black and Katie Holmes as the 
token woman – token Americans both; and 
Ken Watanabe – the token Asian – it had an 
all-European cast: leaving aside Rutger 
Hauer, an all-British Islanders cast: leaving 
aside Cillian Murphy, an all-U.K. cast! 
Christian Bale is one of the most intelligent 
leading men about; Liam Neeson must have 
jumped at the chance of being so evil; Tom 
Wilkinson is the decoy bad guy; Gary 
Oldman plays, for once, a moustachio’d, 
bespectacled, decent cop; Linus Roache is 
Batman’s dad; and Michael Caine, no less, is 
Batman’s butler. This lot provides oodles of 
what Superman Returns denies you 
throughout – intense, real, understated acting 
which draws you in and defies you not to 
care: it’s a whole different world. The sillier 
the situations, the better they act them. 

 
 
 Nolan is said not to approve of CGI, so he has my vote. There are some CGI effects – 
mainly bat swarms – but you couldn’t do them otherwise, so you go along with it. 

 

 
 

 The plot is, though necessarily preposterous, imaginative and cunning, and offers, instead 
of ludicrous Lex Luthor, layer upon layer of villains, which keeps you guessing as to who’s 
really in control until near the end. Wayne / Batman has a motive (to revenge his parents’ 
deaths), which Kent / Superman could never have; and the central dialectic, between him and 
Neeson – namely, should a civilization which, like Gotham City, has gone so blatantly to the 
bad as to kill his parents, be allowed to survive at all? – almost, in the days of George Bush, 
gets you thinking. Neeson is Batman’s demonic conscience, Caine his angelic conscience – 
two dramatic things of which the dull Superman has no need. 
 And Bruce Wayne is so much more fun to have around than Clark Kent. 
 The Batmobile is alone worth the cost of the DVD. 

 


